Expectations
Here at UTC Sheffield City Centre, we offer Post-16 the option to wear their own
personal business wear.
This booklet outlines the expectations of students to ensure they look professional
and are ready to learn. As we are working with employers and business partners on
a regular basis, we want all UTC Post-16 students to appear as smart as possible
and ready for the world of work.
Staff will check business wear on a daily basis prior to lessons. Students must be in
business wear before entering the building or they will face sanctions
The suitability of clothing is at the Principal’s discretion. As a general rule of
guidance, if you would wear the outfit for a formal interview it will most likely be
suitable.
In extreme cases students will be refused entry into the UTC and asked to return
home to change into appropriate clothing as detailed in this booklet
If you must attend without the appropriate business wear please make the Learning
Manager aware of the reason to avoid a sanction.
Any students who does not meet the expectations will be challenged and possibly
sanctioned eg being sent home. In the occurrences of repeat offences, the
disciplinary procedure and parental communication will be applied.

The purple lanyard and ID card
given to Post-16 students at the
start of Year 12 must be worn
and be visible at all times. This
is for safeguarding reasons and
to help differentiate students
from visitors and staff
Replacements are available
from reception
Hair styles should be of a natural tone with no extreme colours or
styles

A business suit, a
business dress or
blouse/top with
trousers or skirt
option

Knitted jumpers
or cardigans may
have a small logo

Shoes must
be smart and
formal
Smart leather
boots may be
worn

“If you would wear the outfit for a formal interview it will
most likely be suitable”

Two or three
pieces suits can
be worn or
tailored
trousers and a
shirt
Shirts should
have a stiff collar
and can be long
or short sleeved
in any colour or
pattern

Students have the
choice of a neck tie or
bow tie which can be
any colour or pattern

Knitted jumpers or
cardigans may be V neck
or round neck and may
have a small logo

Any colour of
formal business
shoes or boot must
be worn

“If you would wear the outfit for a formal interview it will
most likely be suitable”

The following clothing is not suitable to be worn as business wear:

NO JEANS OF ANY TYPE INCLUDING BLACK JEANS AND NO
LEGGINGS

NO CARGO TROUSERS, NO PVC TROUSERS AND NO SPORTSWEAR

NO HOODIES/SWEATSHIRTS

NO POLO SHIRTS, NO CROP TOPS, NO TRAINERS INCLUDING
BLACK TRAINERS, NO CANVAS SHOES

Sanctions:
As previously mentioned we want to give Post-16 more independence and with this responsibility
increases. Therefore, we would like to treat students in Post-16 like adults and if business wear
does not meet standards set then the students will be challenged by staff. This will also be
monitored using SIMS with input from learning managers, tutors and SLT. Strikes will be collected
by staff and monitored on SIMS.
The system used to challenge students on uniform is one that reflects industry. Additionally the
disciplinary procedure can be accelerated depending on the severity of the incident.
1. Verbal warning: Five strikes results in a verbal disciplinary with the Principal to challenge
the issues. This could be for incorrect footwear, defiance with removing coats when asked
and inappropriate business wear or not bringing/wearing your lanyard.
2. First written warning: A meeting with SLT and student (parents are able to attend) to
discuss breaches in the code of conduct. The written warning will be sent home and will
provide the student with a timescale for improvement and support to enable the
development.
3. Final written warning: This is the student’s last chance to meet expectations of Post-16
and this will be conducted as a formal interview with parents invited to attend. The written
warning will be sent home and will provide the student with a timescale for improvement
and support to enable the development.
4. Dismissal from UTC with immediate effect: If the conditions of the final warning are not
met then the student will be dismissed and not allowed back at the UTC.

